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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Eco-friendly “Fassa Running Volvo” at Costalunga

“Val di Fassa Running Volvo” invites children and
teenagers to approach such an healthy sport: on the
occasion of tomorrow ‘s rest day, the promising runners
of “Mini Val di Fassa Runnin” will face in a friendly
fashion along Pozza di Fassa’s green track.

Two new entries for "Val di Fassa Running
Volvo". World famous runners as well as
running-enthusiasts will tackle the traditional
footrace, taking place from 22 to 27 June along
Fassa valley’s paths. About 400 participants will
be present at 9.00 am at the starting-line, set for
the first time at Passo Costalunga, at the feet of
Catinaccio. The new 12,4 km race-location was
chosen by the organizing committee, led by
Francesco Cincelli. What’s more, some specific
electric devices will be tested with all respect to
environment, in order to follow the race and to
provide support according to the competition's
ecofriendly philosophy. After a rest day, the
footrace continues in Campitello on 26 June,
and in Canazei on 27 June, with a final uphill
stage arriving at Col dei Rossi (8,6 km).

Cianbolfin, what a story!
Canazei
9.00 pm - Parish theatre. The 2002 found actingcompany Estro Teatro (from Trento) presents a
special story. In Fassa Valley, children use to learn it
since they attend the playground. An amusing way
to approach Ladin culture.

Delicious milk
Pozza di Fassa
10.00 am - Malga Aloch. The initiative is dedicated to
those, who want to learn about the production of
chees starting from freshly drawn milk.

Pederiva’s shades
Soraga

Easy walks

Passepartout

4.00-6.00 pm - "Artists’ tavern". Exhibition of Luigi
Pederiva’s paintings (dead in 2013). Most beautiful
corners of Fassa are captured in his works.

From Mazzin to Val de Udai

“ErbArte”: artistic herbarium

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Mazzin walk up Street do Ruf
and the forest road Val de Udai (path no.580).
After passing a bridge, walk on a steep asphalt
road and you arrive at path no.579. Cross now
the gravel bed of the river and then Rif (= river)
de Udai. Got in the wood, ascend towards the
fortification of Zocol and its beautiful waterfalls.
After few hairpin turns you arrive on a flatland,
cross the stream and get to Pian de Udai.
Continue to walk up, crossing several times the
stream. Keep going upwards and diagonally on
the grassy slope you will exit on the upper side
of Val di Dona (2,30 hrs). You descend now
with path no.577 to Fontanazzo (1,45 h) or to
Campitello (paths no.578 and 532) crossing the
meadows towards Camerloi, Pas de Ciaréjoles
and Val Duron (2,30 hrs).

Today at 5.00 pm Dolomites Geological
Museum opens its door. The museum is located
in Predazzo, in Val di Fiemme, and it is a section
of Muse of Trento (new Science Museum
inaugurated in July 2013). The exhibition is
specialized in minerals and fossils of Fassa and
Fiemme, found, studied and catalogued during
many years of research. In the afternoon,
besides the visit accompanied by Daniele Chini’s
music performances, the exhibition "ErbArte" will
be launched. It is an artistic revisitation of the
concept of herbarium, created by students of
3rd year of Pozza Artistic High School G.
Soraperra, under the supervision of Silvia Alfarè
Lovo. In the summer, both museum and
exhibition can be visited from Tuesday to
Sunday, 10.30-12.30 am and 4.00-7.00 pm.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
4 February 1803 the bishop-principalities of Trento and Bressanone were annexed to Tirol, that
means to Austria. After this secularization, local autonomies (last heritage of ancient feudal system)
get abolished. The historical border passing South of Soraga (dividing Fassa from Fiemme
Community and hence Bressanone from Trento Principality) lost its political as well as religious
meaning. All taxes of Fassa went to Austria cashes, the valley passed under Bolzano’s Administration
District and was aggregated to Cavalese’s Jurisdiction.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

25/06/2014 (8.30 am)
Visiting mountain dairies: a walk
across Monzoni’s meadows (excursion
with fee).
Pozza di Fassa

25/06/2014 (5.00 pm)
Brilliant games: children laboratory
approaching Fassa’s minerals
Vigo di Fassa
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